




The filtration units VSV made of stainless steel surpass plastic by strength, wear resistance, stability
to the influence of aggressive environment. Stainless steel - material of high ecological cleanness -
preserves excellent surface during long-term use. The bacteria's adhesion degree  to the steel 
surface is the lowest in comparison with other materials.
That is why the biggest part of medical instruments are made from stainless steel.

VSV equipment include various comfort options. The counter current is available in all filtration units.
It adds more power output to the nozzle of filtration system, thus providing the possibility of 
swimming as a form of exercise and local massage. 

The blower adds hydromassage VIP stair so you can have relaxation every day. 

You can prolong swimming season with electric heater or heat exchanger. 

The device of automatic water adding will allows to keep necessary water level in your 
swimming pool. 

All filtration units equipped 
with super bright energy saving LED lights.

If you have already found your reflection 
in the mirror of filtration unit from stainless 
steel and got pleasure from relaxation 
in the swimming pool, our catalogue will 
provide you wonderful minutes of rest.

Wish you pleasant looking through!
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FILTRATION BLOCKS
FOR PUBLIC SWIMMING POOLS

FILTRATION BLOCKS
FOR PUBLIC SWIMMING POOLS

44
OLYMPIC 44 (3D) OLYMPIC 44 (3D)

OLYMPIC 25
and 20/50

OLYMPIC 25
and 20/50



Swimming pool 50 x 25 m 
with filtration blocks Olympic 44
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OLYMPYC 44 has front skimmer, which allows to use thisOLYMPYC 44 has front skimmer, which allows to use this
unit as panel in the specially created niche. Cover ofunit as panel in the specially created niche. Cover of
Olympic 44 made in the form of coping stone.Olympic 44 made in the form of coping stone.

Swimming pool 25 x 15 m 
with filtration blocks Olympic 44
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Private pool
with filtration block Olympic 44
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Renovated swimming pool 25 x 13 m 
with filtration blocks Olympic

This kind of Olympic (with a straight lid) fixed on the
wall of swimming pool and fully independent from the
pool structure. Ideal solution for renovation of all swim-
ming pools built by traditional method.
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FILTRATION LADDERS UNISTEP 25, 20/50 and 44 m3/h

The wide antislip steps The wide antislip steps 
are allow convenient are allow convenient 

access into the pool.access into the pool.

FILTRATION LADDERS UNISTEP 25, 20/50 and 44 m3/h
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UNISTEP 44

UNISTEP 25 and 20/50

UNISTEP 44

UNISTEP 25 and 20/50
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FILTRATION PANEL VUP 15, 25 and 20/50 m3/hFILTRATION PANEL VUP 15, 25 and 20/50 m3/h

Filtration unit VUP is integrated into
the structure of swimming pool, and
designed in the form of panel with
front skimmer.

The major advantage of VUP - 
minimum of space and 

maximum of effectiveness. 

Rectangular swimming pool 10 x 5 m 
with panel VUP 20/50

Yellow PVC liner
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VIP Step 48

VIP Step 68

VIP Step 88

FILTRATION 
HYDROMASSAGE 

STAIRS VIP STEP

FILTRATION 
HYDROMASSAGE 

STAIRS VIP STEP

Millions of air bubbles will be at your disposal 
for the relaxation, refreshment of skin. 

You will be able to use hydro- and balneotherapy.
Tiredness and stress will disappear in the water 

as bursted bubbles. 
After a hydromassage you will find again the feeling

of harmony.
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Any swimming pool can be turned into your own resort with the 
hydromassage stairs VIP STEP. Original and elegant, VIP STEP fits all types of

swimming pools, any interior and landscape. Join to the elite club of VIP STEP
owners and enjoy life together with your family and friends!
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FILTRATION BLOCK INFINITY M* 25 and 20/50 m3/h

Infinity M fix aboard of
swimming pool wall.

Infinity M*
Technical and filtration
compartments are 
inseparable

Front skimmer allows
to use this unit as
panel in the specially
created niche.

Compactness of filtration
unit Infinity M is important
for pools in which the
ground area is limited.

FILTRATION BLOCK INFINITY M* 25 and 20/50 m3/h
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Infinity U* with front skimmer 
has the same functionality as Infinity M,
only one difference - technical 
compartment with the pump and other
equipment can be put in some distance
from the swimming pool.

FILTRATION BLOCK INFINITY U* 25 and 20/50 m3/hFILTRATION BLOCK INFINITY U* 25 and 20/50 m3/h
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FILTRATION BLOCK VMB 15 m3/hFILTRATION BLOCK VMB 15 m3/h
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Roman Step 20/50 m3/h

Additional spotlights, skimmers and nozzles easily uniteAdditional spotlights, skimmers and nozzles easily unite
with our structure.with our structure.

The special connecting system without partitions The special connecting system without partitions 
simplifies the vertical and horizontal steel reinforcementsimplifies the vertical and horizontal steel reinforcement

between wall panels and concrete freely fill spacebetween wall panels and concrete freely fill space
between separate parts of structure.between separate parts of structure.

Created specially for VSV Created specially for VSV 
swimming pool kit with reusableswimming pool kit with reusable

demountable structuredemountable structure

REUSABLE DEMOUNTABLE STRUCTURE VSV
from anticorrosive duraluminium

REUSABLE DEMOUNTABLE STRUCTURE VSV
from anticorrosive duraluminium

Roman Step 20/50 m3/h

Structure VSV can beStructure VSV can be
used 400 times minimum.used 400 times minimum.

The structure is installThe structure is install
directly on the earth.directly on the earth.
It allows to create anyIt allows to create any

form of a bottom.form of a bottom.
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Reusable demountable structure VSV
reduces construction period. You can build
your pool within one day, the walls and the
bottom are filled with concrete in a single

operation and the problem of "cold seams"
do not appear.

Such method guarantees the strength of
concrete construction which will be resistant

to movement of earth. 

Structure is convenient in use, has light
weight and quickly assembling and 

disassembling by two fitters. 

You can remove reusable demountable
structure in 24 hours after concrete pouring.

PVC liner, ceramic or mosaic are suitable for
finishing of the swimming poolís concrete

surface.



EXCLUSIVE PARTNER OF
VSV GROUP


